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CTS Welcomes Mi
New Director Minnesota T2 GosOn-line

C lear the mads! 
The

r. Gerard J. McCullough has become Minnesota Pgram
the new director of the Center for has just entered thens
Transportation Studies (CTS), replacing information superhighway This

Richard Braun, who retired in 1994. summer a team of Center for
McCullough was formerly a partner with Transportation Studies' staff,

Putnam, Hayes and led by librarian Laura Dale

Bartlett, Inc., an Bischof, designed and posted a

economic consulting home page on the World Wide
firm based in Cam- T site includes

bridge, Mass. He holds
a doctorate in transpor-
tation systems from
the Massachusetts within the Center
Institute of Technol-The staff a cited about
ogy, where he served all the opportunities the Web
as deputy director ofprovides for getting upo-date
MIT's Center for information out to our custom-
Transportation Studies Gerard McCullough ers For instance, do you want to The Minnesa T Ib adhess i http://www.umn.edu/ctsT2/t2.html

from 1985-90. Other know if ihe Circuit Rider Van is

experience includes a position as special assistant going to stop in your area this fall? Wll, with just a update the information more often than once a

with the U.S. Department of Transportation in few dicks of your mouse button u can access the quarter or year
latest schedule for the van. Another nice featu eabout the Web is that

Washington, D.C., from 1977-81.
WnahiiontodCromin197-81. M u hNow that you have looked at the van schedule, you information can be organized in a variety of ways.
In addition to directing the Center, McCullough

holds an appointment as associate professor in the this fall that you would like to attend. No pblem. section of the CS Web site (http//wwwumn.edu/
University's Department of Applied Economics.

McCullough will be the featured speaker at the Workshop Catalog, and there you have it-a listing calendar of events as well as several additional sites
Center's fall quarter luncheon on November 12 in ofallTworkshops and the schedled dates that late to events that the Center
Minneapolis. The event will also include a tenth In fact, all our print publications are available on Because all events re not scheduled o announced at
anniversary celebration of the Center and an open the Wh These include the Technology the same time, it is difficult to put all of them into
house where you can meet McCullough and tour Exchange, the VideotapeCatalog(a joint effrt with one printed calendar and mail it to you. The format
the CTS offices, labs, and library For details please Mn/DOF), and the Workshop Catalog. The f the Webthough allows us to update informaton

contact Catherine Ploetz, (612) 626-2259. of making these publications available to you ay time it is necessary
Please join all the Minnesota T" and CTS staff in electronically on the is that staff a able to Web Page continued on page 3

welcoming our new director to Minnesota.

National LTAP Sets Strategic Directions
Since the Minnesota T2 Program'sbeginning in 1993, I have
witnessed many exciting factors
influencing the direction of transporta-
tion technology transfer in Minnesota,
the nation, and worldwide. Some of
these factors include the expanding
partnership between public agencies
and the private industry, the tremen-
dous growth and application of new
transportation technologies and
practices, international information
exchange, new distance learning
technologies ... to name just a few. In
addition, all of us in the transportation
community face significant program

challenges ranging from diversified
and increased customer needs to
program funding uncertainties.

So how can the Minnesota T2

Program and the remaining 55 local
technical assistance centers (also
known as T2 centers) across the
country best respond to and prepare for
such changing conditions in delivering
transportation technology transfer
services to local agencies? The answer
and long-term strategy is reflected in
the new strategic plan developed for
the Local Technical Assistance
Program (LTAP).

In February of this year, the Federal

Highway Administration (FHWA)
Office of Technology Applications and
the National Association of Transpor-
tation Technology Transfer Centers
(NATTTC) began the process of
creating a national LTAP strategic
plan. Over the next few months the
views and priorities of over 300 LTAP
customers and program partners were
continuously solicited and incorpo-
rated into the planning process. Such
national contribution of local, state,
and federal agencies; tribal govern-
ments; T2 centers; and professional
transportation associations enabled the
creation of a plan which is responsive

to the needs of the community LTAP
serves.

The mission of the national Local
Technical Assistance Program is to
foster a safe, efficient, environmentally
sound transportation system by
improving skills and knowledge of
transportation providers through
training, technical assistance, and
technology exchange. Our vision is to
become world renowned as the
paramount resource in developing and
transferring innovative technologies,
proven solutions, and reliable services

T2 Strategic Directions
continued on page 6
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Are You Meeting OSHA Standards
for Fall Protection'
The U.S. Occupational Safety

and Health Administration
(OSHA) has made its safety

standards for fall protection more
stringent. Basically, some form of fall
protection is required when working at
heights of six feet or more above an
adjacent surface or ground level. In
some cases fall protection is required at
less than six feet. Fall protection can
include guardrails, catch platforms,
aerial lift baskets, safety nets, safety
monitoring systems, and personal fall
arrest systems.

In Mn/DOT's Mankato district, Mike
Kelley (building maintenance supervi-
sor) and Dennis Smith (carpenter)
recognized the need to develop a fall
protection plan for roofing work and
maintenance activities, and Smith has
already begun work on a new fall
protection plan.
He solicited the
help of Harlan
McCorkell, the
District 7 welder,
to design and
fabricate anchor-
age brackets. The
brackets are
secured to the
roof joists and
trusses with lag
bolts. A 3/8-inch
wire rope
attached with "U
bolts" serves as
the static line by
using a A A new fall protection systusmng a

carabineer. The carabineer allows the
vertical drop line to slide horizontally
along the roof line. Attached to the
vertical dropline is a rope grab, shock
absorbing lanyard, and full body
harness (see photo below).

The system is designed to support
5,400 lbs. of force with a maximum
arresting force on the body of 900 lbs.
The new plan includes installing the
anchorage points and safety line on all
new roofs during the construction
phase and to install and leave installed
on existing roofs as the maintenance
activity takes place.

For information call Mark
Moehlenbrock, Mankato safety
administrator, (507) 389-6351.

[Reprinted with permission from
Mn/DOT District 7 'Technical Times,
summer 1996.]

tem in Mankato.
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The Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Pro-
gram is part of the Federal Highway
Administration's Local Technical Assistance Pro-
gram (LTAP). LTAP is a nationwide effort de-
signed to foster and improve information
exchange among local practitioners and state
and national transportation agencies.
Minnesota's T2 Program is administered by the
Center for Transportation Studies at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, and cosponsored by the Min-
nesota Local Road Research Board and the
Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Technology Exchange is published quarterly.
For free subscriptions, mailing list changes, or
extra copies of the Exchange, contact Circula-
tion at the address or phone number shown.

The Exchangewelcomes contributions and sug-
gestions from its readers. Submit articles, news
items, and other comments to Pamela Snopl,
editor, at the address or number below.

Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Program
Center for Transportation Studies
University of Minnesota
200 Transportation and Safety Building
511 Washington Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Phone: (612) 626-1077
Fax: (612) 625-6381
E-mail: snopl001 @maroon.tc.umn.edu
Web: http://www.umn.edu/cts/T2/t2.html

The University of Minnesota is committed to the
policy that all persons shall have equal access
to its programs, facilities, and employment with-
out regard to race, color, creed, religion, na-
tional origin, sex, age, marital status, disability,
public assistance status, veteran status, or
sexual orientation. * This publication is avail-
able in alternative formats upon request.

Printed on 50% recycled fibers, including min.
15% postconsumer waste.

Any product mentioned within should not be
considered a product endorsement. Authors'
opinions/findings do not necessarily reflect
the views of Minnesota T2.

© 1996 Minnesota T2 Program
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Our subject this issue is the Employee
Right to Know Act. The source for the
answers is Dave Volker of Berkley
Administrators. Volker is a workplace
safety consultant and regulatory affairs
specialist who has worked in Minne-
sota for over 20 years.

Q
What is the Employee Right to Know Act?

A
The Employee Right To Know (RTK) Act
was enacted in Minnesota in 1983 after
labor unions and various other employee
advocate groups began calling for a safer
workplace. More specifically, the purpose
was to ensure that employees are made
aware of the dangers encountered in their
work, important information is made
accessible to them, and they are trained on
the subject.

What are the basic areas that this law
covers, and what are some examples?

A
This law is intended to cover three areas:
hazardous substances which may include
cleaning agents and gasoline; harmful
physical agents such as noise and heat; and
infectious agents that may include various
bacteria and parasites as well as other
agents. In the case of hazardous substances,
consumer products-if used in the
workplace as they are at home-are not
covered.

Q
What agency enforces this laW?

A
Minnesota's Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) enforces
the law. The federal government also
passed a parallel type of law, called
"Hazard Communication," after Minnesota
had already established its own law. The
Minnesota version applies to all employers
except federal agencies.

Q
How does the fact that Minnesota enforces
the workers right to know policy affect the
level of service afforded by the law?

A
Minnesota is just one of several states that
enforce their own law rather than having a
federal agency oversee it. This means that
the Minnesota program is much more
personal. It is much more familiar with the
wants and needs of Minnesota, and it is
more direct.

Q
Minnesota enforces the law, but who is
responsible for conveying the important
information to employees?

A
It is the employer's responsibility to supply
employees with the required information
and training because all work environ-
ments are different and the employers

should have the best knowledge of the
possible dangers in the workplace.

Q
How often is training required for an
employee?

A
In addition to the training initially received
upon the employee's hiring, the employee
must be retrained, or refreshed, on any
possible dangers annually. The employee
must also receive training anytime a new
danger is encountered or if an old danger
becomes a greater threat or health risk. An
example of the latter would be the height-
ened use of a previously used product.

Are only full-time employees required to
receive training?

A
All employees who will be exposed to a
hazard must be trained on that specific
hazard. This includes full-time, part-time,
and seasonal/temporary employees.

Q
Does the employer keep records of the
training of all employees?

A
The employee's training record must be
maintained for five years. These records
must be available to the enforcing agency,
Minnesota OSHA.

What type of information is the employer
required to supply to employees?

A
The employer must ensure that any
container containing a hazardous substance
is labeled correctly, and that all the Material
Safety Data Sheets are obtained from the
supplier of the product and are made
accessible to all employees.

In the case of harmful physical agents, what
must the employer do?

A
The employee must be made aware of the
danger and potential hazards or problems
that may arise due to prolonged exposure.
The employer is responsible for controlling
an employee's exposure to harmful physical
agents. First, the employer should attempt
to eliminate the agent from the workplace.
If that is not feasible, the employer should
limit the employee's exposure through
administrative means. As a final resort the
employer should issue personal protective
equipment to limit the employee's exposure;
for instance, supplying ear plugs when there
is a noise problem.

If you have questions, please call Dave
Volker, Berkley Administrators, (612) 591-
7498; Larry Thompson, Mn/DOT, (612) 296-
1362; Maryellen Skan, Minnesota Safety
Council, (612) 228-7310 (metro), 1-800-444-
9150 (nonmetro); or the Construction
Laborers Education and Training Fund of
Minnesota, (612) 653-6710.

-Joel Johnson

Ote .c.t r-Decmbe 196 Vl. N.
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So Just What Is the World Wide Web?

The World Wide Web is one of the most user-
friendly components of the Internet. It takes
the user from the earlier text-based interface

of the Internet to an easy-to-use graphics point-and-
click interface. The Web is now the most important,
popular, and fastest growing component of the
Internet. For someone new to the cyberworld, it
would appear that the Web is what the Internet is all
about.

Using the Web requires access to the Internet and
the associated software. Internet access is available
either from your organization or employer or from
private Internet access providers. Normally Internet
access at work is provided as part of the Local Area
Network (LAN). Homes can be connected via
modem (at least 14.4 Kbps) to the access provider or
through remote access to office resources. Once you
have Internet access, you are connected and the
software component is a minor issue. The Internet
access provider, whether it be private or corporate,
will be more than willing to give you information on
how to get the software.

Both the Internet and the Web are said to have
ushered in the information age, but the terminology
for the Web is not as complicated as that of the
Internet. One just needs to have basic computer
knowledge and be familiar with a few terms. The

Web is simple enough for even a first-timer to start
having fun while surfing the Net.

The types of information and resources available
on the Web include corporate and government
information sources, news and discussion groups,
software repositories, interactive real-time talk
sessions, tools to use the Web, and the multimedia
(audio and video) files. The only thing a user needs to
know to unlock these resources is the Web address.

A Web address is a pointer to a site where informa-
tion is available and the organization or individual
maintaining the site provides information for, in most
cases, free public access. A site on the Web is a
location which has information, software, and various
types of digital information. A pointer or address is
the equivalent of a mailing address. Just as there are
no two places with the same mailing address, there
are no two Web sites with the same address or
pointer. The Web address is also called a link or a
URL (Uniform Resource Locator). For example, the
address for the U.S. Department of Transportation is
"http://www.dot.gov"; the "http" is an acronym for
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. The site of a certain
organization, agency, or individual also is referred to
as their "home page."

Many organizations use the Web for advertising,
product information resources, white papers, and

corporate information or profiles. Government
agencies provide information about their programs,
activities, resources, personnel, services, facilities,
locations, and information pertinent to their func-
tions.

Many software and hardware manufacturers
provide software via their Internet sites. Software
repositories are not listed separately, but are part of
the existing sites. Software such as device drivers,
utilities, and software patches (bug fixes) are all

Web Basics continued on page 8

T2 Web Page
from page 1

For those of you who need to find information on
specific topics, we have a few features in our Web
site that should make your search a little easier. For
instance, a keyword search option has been built into
the Videotape Catalog. This type of search function is
very similar to the index in the back of a book, only
the computer does the work for you. All you have to
do is enter in the word you want to search for and the
computer finds all the references the document has
for that word. This type of search engine will soon be
available for the whole CTS site, but meanwhile you
can search the whole Web by using one of the larger
search engines included in your Internet software.

In addition, all Technology Exchange articles will
soon be available in a subject index. Not only will the
articles be listed according to subject, but starting
with the spring 1996 issue, the titles of the articles
will also be linked to the article text. This will allow
you to review and print articles immediately. Laura
Dale Bischof is currently working on this index and
plans to have it up and running later this year.

In addition to Minnesota T2 information, the T2 site
also contains links to other T2 centers around the
country as well as links to other transportation-
related sites. Many of these centers have posted all
their print publications on the Web, similar to what
we have done. Exploring these other sites can be very
informative, and at the least, they are a good indica-
tor of the current national trends.

Everyone with access to the Web is encouraged to
explore the new Minnesota T2 site as well as other T2

sites around the country The T2 staff will continue to
refine and expand the site in order to make it as
valuable to you as possible. Nevertheless, even
though the Web has many advantages in getting
information out to you, Minnesota T2 will still
continue to publish materials in printed form.

For more information on the Minnesota T2 Web
site contact Laura Dale Bischof, (612) 626-1023,
or e-mail at cts@gold.tc.umn.edu.

-Cristyn Kowal

GIS UpdateThe last issue of the Exchange gave
you a directory of some of the key Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) resources available in
Minnesota. Several readers responded with some
additional information, which we provide below.

First, however, we would like to correct an error that
slipped into the GIS article. We mispunctuated the
Web address of the Minnesota Land Management
Information Center (LMIC), showing an @ symbol
where a period should have been. The correct address
is: http://www.lmic.state.mn.us. Our apologies for any
difficulties this may have caused you.

University Consortium for Geographic
Information Science

The University of Minnesota is a charter member of
the new University Consortium for Geographic
Information Science (UCGIS). The University joins
28 other institutions interested in research and
teaching on GIS.

The local group has a home page that provides

references to local resources (e.g., researchers and
labs). It is located at http://www.geog.umn.edu/
umucgis.

William Craig, assistant director for research in the
University's Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, is
taking the lead in local organizing, and has been
elected president of the national group.

The address of the national home page is http://
www.ucgis.org.

Minnesota Governor's Council on
Geographic Information

This organization is doing much to coordinate
activities in Minnesota, including the production of a
directory of GIS data and resources. Their home page
address is http://www.lmic.state.mn.us/gc/gc.htm.

A more complete description of the Council is given
in the most current issue of Geolnfo Systems, July
1996, pp. 30-34. In addition, their annual report is
available by calling (612) 296-1208.

High Performance Geographic Information
Systems (HPGIS) Laboratory

The work of this lab, located in the University's
Computer Science department, is focused on the
storage, management, and analysis of scientific and
geographic data, information, and knowledge. The
research is motivated by and has been applied to
application areas such as intelligent transportation
systems (ITS), virtual environments, and cartography.
Specifically, research has focused on databases for
managing spatial networks (e.g., road-maps),
parallelization of GIS, routing algorithms for Advanced
Traveler Information Systems, and archival of traffic
measurements.

Project sponsors include the National Science
Foundation, Army Research Laboratories, Control Data
Inc., Federal Highway Administration, Minnesota
Department of Transportation, and ITS Institute.

Publications can be viewed on the lab's Web page at
http://www.cs.umn.edu/research/shashi-group.

I O.ctobe-ee*-ber 1996 Vol. 4, No. 4
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Snow Fences by SI
The Strategic Highway Research Program

(SHRP) produced many products to help
reduce maintenance costs, make the road

structure last longer, and improve safety for highway
users and workers. The snow fence technology
addresses all of these objectives.

In some parts of the country where there is an
abundance of blowing snow, a one-foot length of a
tall snow fence will cost about $Q03 per foot, per
year over the life of the fence, to store blowing snow
and keep it off the road. The cost to remove this same
amount of snow per year is estimated to be the same
number, but slip the decimal point two places. Yes,
three cents worth of fence can replace three dollars
worth of mechanical removal, or a return of 100 to
one for the fence investment.

The savings of maintenance costs is amplified by
the savings of reduced accident costs. All the road-
way surfaces are cleared of snow at the same time,
compared with all being cleared except for short
stretches where snow is drifting onto the pavement.
Fences at least eight feet tall add to safety by improv-
ing visibility at the drivers' level of sight. Workers'
safety is also improved by reducing the need for
plowing in these dangerous locations where drivers
are surprised by the unexpected snow when all other
sections have been cleared. If an agency has to keep
plows out at certain locations after all other roads
have been cleared, and/or accidents repeatedly occur
at locations involving blowing snow, serious consid-
eration should be
given to installing
some snow fences.

Gary Weidman,
superintendent for TENAXCorp., 8291 Patuxe

Wyoming County, JA -
New York, first
gained information Philadelphia PA 19134, (21
about the SHRP Tensar Polytechnologies, In
technology at a Citizens Pkwy., Morrow, GA
National Associa- 968-3255, Gale Sanders
tion of County * Vexar Snow Fence, 201 Sou
Engineers (NACE) Whitb, Ontario, Canada L1
meeting. He then 487-2121,Mike Irwin

obtained a copy of CONWED Plastics, 2810 W

the SHRP Snow
Fence Guide and
the video titled
Effective Snow Fences (SHRP-H-320). The video is
available from Minnesota T2 on loan or the TRB for
$10 each. (The Transportation Research Board address
is Box 289, Washington, D.C. 20055; phone 202-334-

3214.)
Each year Wyoming

County builds and
installs 500 feet of
fence, now totaling
over 2,000 feet in
length. When asked
for a sentence or two
about recommending
the process, Weidman
said:

"I would recom-
mend this to any place
where there may be a
severe snow drifting
problem .... We have
had a long, previous
experience with the
four-foot fence and
found that it was not of
sufficient size to have a
continuing, season-

long effect. We have
had some winters that The fence is constructed of eigh
put almost a maximum material. The brace boards are
pile behind this new
fence, but as of yet, the capacity has not been
exceeded."

Details for the fence that was built in Wyoming
County are shown in the photo above and given on

pp. 42-44 of the SHRP Snow
Fence Guide. There is one other,

gmore complex document available
5from TRB on the subject of snow
nt Range Road, fences. The Design Guidelines for

theo~ru l f Blowing arnd
Drifting Snow (SHRP-H-381)

5) 739-8480 sells for $20.
c., 1210The eight-foot fence con-

30260,(404) structed by Wyoming County
satisfies all the criteria of the

uth Blair St., Snow Fence Guide. To achieve the
N5S6, (416) benefit of improving visibility

along the highway, a minimum
eeks Avenue height of eight feet is recom-
4, (612) 623- mended, even though this height

may not be required for snow
storage. The plastic fencing

material satisfies the 40 to 50 percent porosity
recommendation (about as much closed area as open
area) to slow the wind and cause the snow to deposit
either above or below the fence. Wyoming County

ht-foot, treated lumber with a four-foot width of plastic
ten feet long.

found the black-colored fence to be more resistant to
ultraviolet degradation, compared with the orange-
colored fence used during the early years.

A bottom gap of 10 percent times the fence height
was used to keep snow from depositing on the fence
and tearing it down. The fences are placed 35 times
the height (eight feet) or 280 feet (84 meters) from
the road to leave room for development of a full drift.
The selection of the location for placement of the
fenee-in-Wyoming Coutuy i-i eltively--iimple,
because the wind consistently blows from the
direction of Lake Erie. The prevailing wind and
alignment dictate that for maximum effectiveness, the
fence should parallel the road, which is perpendicular
to the direction of the wind.

The University of Wyoming and Dr. Ronald D.
Tabler and Associates were the contractors who
completed this research. The sidebar at left presents
known manufacturers that supply snow fence to meet
the porosity requirements specified by the SHRP
technology. (More information about snow fences is
available from Minnesota T2 in the form of a back-up
document for this news article.)

[Reprinted with permission from Hibbs Highway
Engineering Services.!

Plastic Snow Fence:
Tips from North Dakota
T hrough SHRIp the North Dakota * The

T2 Center received five types of in holding
plastic snow fence to install and good as w
evaluate for their effectiveness. Morton
County installed them along a frontage Costs ol
road adjacent to 1-94 in fall 1995. plastic fen
Some observations from the crew are: than wooc

* Plastic fence is easy to handle, not quality pl
nearly as bulky as wood fence. A two- as much a
person crew can handle the installation, plastic fen

* It is critical to have a good considerabl
installation, solid end posts, and fence, sinc
midway supports such as lathe. If end broken and
posts loosen, the fence will sag and North D
become ineffective. tion to SH

* There is considerable variation in data with
the quality of the fence, with some detailed a
types tearing more easily and also for future
more difficult to handle. (Reprin

* More maintenance is required on The Cente
plastic fence compared with that for Dakota T2

wood fence.

***
effectiveness of plastic fence
back snow appears to be as

wood fence.

f plastic fence vary. Usually
ice is considerably less costly
, fence; however, a high
astic fence may cost almost
as wood fence. A high-quality
ce should have a useful life
bly greater than a wood
:e wood slats tend to get
d the wire can break.
)akota furnished its evalua-
IRe which will evaluate the
other test sites for a more
nalysis. Watch the Exchange
news.
ted with permission from
er Line, summer 1996, North
Center.]
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Researchers to Study Snowplow Route Coordination

Anyone who has experienced
winter in Minnesota knows
that keeping the roads clear of

snow and ice is a major task. The
logistics involved in planning a snow
and ice control program are very
complicated and at times can be
inefficient. For example, a DOT and a
county may have snow and ice
removal responsibilities in the same
geographical area. Because of this
overlap, state and county snowplow
trucks might sometimes pass each
other to reach a road in their jurisdic-
tion. Improved snowplow-route
planning tools could optimize routing
and assist agencies in their efforts to
minimize duplication of travel and
resources.

The Local Road Research Board
(LRRB) and the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation (Mn/DOT)
have joined their resources in funding
a research project that should help
with the logistical problems in the
snow and ice removal process. For this
project, two University of Minnesota
researchers, Dr. Maria Gini and Dr.
Yiyuan Zhao of the Computer Science
department, are developing an
automated route planning and optimiz-
ing software program for use by both

mmmmMm mHmEmWHEME EEm

Mn/DOT and Hennepin County.
The first step of this project will be to

develop detailed specifications for the
desired software, based on input from
both Mn/DOT and Hennepin County.

Second, the researchers will perform a
comprehensive survey and analysis of
existing software that meets some or
all of the specifications. Finally, Gini
and Zhao will use the results of the

M innesotans had a chance to
see a promising new snow-
plow lighting system at the

Minnesota Fall

on October New Snowplow Light Technology Shows P
2-3. [Ed. note:
The next edition of the Exchange will
include full coverage of the Expo.]

The Spectra lighting system from
Federal Signal Corporation utilizes
high intensity discharge (HID), fiber
optics, and color contrasting to project
light instead of reflecting it. Light
emitted from Spectra alternates
between two contrasting colors as
opposed to the flashing on and off of
halogen lights. Because Spectra does
not emit bright flashes, observers can
quickly locate the source of the light and
easily track the light when it is located
on a moving object In addition, the
hazardous flash-back that snow removal
operators currently experience from
flashers is greatly reduced.

A truck fitted with the Spectra system
was displayed at Aldrich Arena during
the Expo. The lights were also featured
in sessions on lighting research and new
technology led by Nola Wright (Mn/
DOTVirginia).

The display at the Expo tbllowed an
earlier demonstration held last January for
Mn/DOT District 1-B in Virginia This
demonstration was part of a larger Quality
Improvement (QI) Project to improve
snowplow visibility for motorists. The
Spectra lights installed on a Mn/DOT truck
for January's demonstration proved to be
very effective in snow conditions, espe-
cially during plowing operations when
snow clouds were present. Attendees of the
demonstration, which included mechanics,

snowplow operators, and safety operators,
pointed out additional benefits of the
Spectra lights: low maintenance, longer life
cycle than halogen lights, less power usage
than halogens, easily changeable light
colors, and minimal stray reflection in
heavy snows.

The QI group of Virginia District I-B
has been testing this new safety idea in
order to enhance the visibility of snow
and ice control equipment. Wright said
that many improvements have been
made to the lighting system since the
demonstration in January. The light
engine and bulb were improved so that
light output increased 30 percent.
Federal Signal Corporation also entered
into a partnership with General Electric,

survey either to modify existing
software or develop new software that
will meet the specifications of Mn/
DOT and Hennepin County.

Three areas will be given particular
attention: analyzing the simulation
software ability to interface with the
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
at Mn/DOT, and with other GIS;
examining the user interface, which is
important to guarantee acceptance of
the software by the plow drivers; and
evaluating the flexibility of the
simulation software and the ease of
extending, updating, and integrating it
with other software currently in use.

The project is expected to result in
the development of software that can
be used to assist roadway authorities in
designing snowplow routing plans and
in determining optimal locations and
logistical support levels for truck
stations. Improving these two aspects
of snow removal could minimize
deadhead distances; reduce fuel
consumption, air pollution from trucks,
and labor for snowplow crews; and
produce very efficient snow and ice
control operational plans.

This project is scheduled to be
completed in August of 1997.

-- Cristyn Kowal

which adds even more opportunities for
the further development of Spectra.

The lights are scheduled to go on the
market in the

rom ise future. Initially
only Mn/DOT
trucks will use the

lights in order to further test their
effectiveness. If all goes well with the
Mn/DOT tests, then the Spectra lighting
system will be widely distributed.

The Spectra lighting system is not the
only new snowplow lighting technology
being looked at in the QI Project. An
article featuring the QI snowplow
lighting tests was published in the
winter 1995 issue of the Technology
Exchange. Look for more updates on
new safety technology in future issues.

For more information on the Spectra
lights study contact Jim Miner,
assistant district engineer, (218) 749-
7793; or Federal Signal Corporation,
(708) 534-4778.

-- Cristyn Kowal

From Remixing to Road Markers, Finland Offers a Learning Lab

W ith similar climatic conditions to Minnesota,
Finland offers a natural learning partner. Mn/

DOT has collaborated with Finland on several
projects and an employee exchange program. John
Scharffbillig of Mn/DOT shared his Finnish knowledge
during the most recent tour of the Circuit Rider Van
(the next Exchange will have details). Jesse Forst,
also of Mn/DOT, worked in Finland for the Finnish
National Road Administration (FinnRA) for three
months. Forst returned with observations about
Finnish techniques and their possible applications to
Minnesota. Following are some highlights.

Remixing Process. The use of studded tires in
Finland results in rutting problems and the need to
repave roadways. "The remixing process seems to be
an excellent way of rehabilitating the pavement while
at the same time reducing the costs," says Forst. "By
adding only 10 to 20 percent new material, the cost is

significantly less than conventional repaving methods."
While rutting is not as severe in Minnesota because

studded tires are banned, this remixing process may
be useful to rehabilitate problem areas containing
alligator cracks or for general pavement deterioration,
he says.

System 2000. Installed in the same way as
conventional cutting edges, this carbide-tipped system
has been developed for graders in road maintenance
applications and offers a number of advantages over
conventional straight cutting edges.

According to FinnRA, the system lasts five times
longer than their conventional blades, which helps
lower grading costs; it removes uneven ice and hard-
packed snow, providing better friction for driving for any
type of pavement; and it does not mold down the
surface material on gravel roads into fine fractions,
which means less dust.

"I think this system could be very beneficial to the
counties and townships in Minnesota that are
responsible for the maintenance of gravel roads,"
Forst says.

Traffic Following Distance Markings. Traffic
signs placed along the road help drivers measure
and adjust to the appropriate following distance
between cars. According to reports from the Finnish
police, the marks have helped increase the average
following distance. The sometimes congested
Highway 371 outside of Brainerd may be a good
testing place for these markers in Minnesota, says
Forst.

For more information about his FinnRA experience,
contact Jesse Forst at (612) 625-6402.

[Reprinted with permission from Mn/DOT TRAK
fact sheet no. 6, May 1996.]
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"How To" Striping Conference Is Next Spring

The Northland Chapter of the
American Traffic Safety Services
Association (NCATSSA) will be

holding a "How To" Striping conference
March 25-26, 1997. The conference will be
held at the Fargo Civic Center and is open
to city, county, state, and federal agencies
as well as contractors.

The conference consists of two days of

workshops led by state, federal, and
local industry professionals. The exhibit
hall features displays and representa-
tives from national material and
equipment suppliers.

Advance registration is $75 (lunches
included). Registration forms can be
obtained from ATSSA, (800) 272-8772.

Minnesota to Host 1997 National T2 Center
Conference
The Minnesota T2 Program-in coop-

eration with the Minnesota Local Road
Research Board, Mn/DOT, and FHWA
Region 5-will host the 1997 National
Technology Transfer (T2) Center Confer-
ence on July 27-30 at the downtown Duluth
Convention Center.

The national conference attracts person-
nel from around the country as well as
internationally who are seeking innovative,
effective, and cost-efficient methods to
transfer transportation technology, current
practices, and proven solutions to practitio-
ners. Attendees are expected to include
individuals from all levels of government
and private industry.

A range of conference topics will be
offered, from showcasing some of
Minnesota's innovative technology transfer

attractions such as Mn/ROAD and ITS
applications, to information sessions on
new technology transfer opportunities on
the Internet.

Please plan to join us and look for further
conference program information in the
January-March issue of Technology
Exchange.

Coming T2 Attractions
Tort Liability
St. Cloud, October 22
Twin Cities, October 24

Mechanic Training: Automotive
Computer Systems and Compo-
nents
Willmar, October 22
Milaca, October 23
Duluth, October 24

Planning and Financing Public
Works Capital Improvement
Program
St. Paul, October 30
This is a satellite wrkshop
broadcast by the American Public
Works Administration.

Traffic Signing and Control
Mankato, December 10
Bemidji, December 12
Twin Cities, December 18

Registration

Geographic Information
System Implementation
Techniques
St. Cloud, December 4
Twin Cities, December 12
For information about this
workshop, contact Carol
Schoeneck of Government
Training Service (GI'S), (612)
222-7409.

Construction of Hot Mix
Asphalt Pavements
Bemidji, December 2-4
Brainerd, December 4-7
Detroit Lakes, December 16-18
North Mankato, January 6-8
St. Paul, January 8-10
St. Cloud, February 24-26
St. Paul, February 26-28
Duluth, March 31-April 2
St. Paul, April 2-4

ROADCALC Computer Users
Group Meeting
St. Paul, December 19

To egister oor for further informatio, contact Bev Ringsak, 206
Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Dr. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455 (612)
625-6689; fax (612) 626-1632 ; e-mail bringsak@mail.cee.umn.edu

T2 Strategic Directions for National LTAP
from page 1

to successfully resolve the transportation
challenges facing local communities. To fulfill Minn sota T2 Initiates Strateg
our mission and realize our vision, the following
four strategic goals were established: 1) con- in each state will use the LTAP
tinue to diversify and to deliver quality T2  strategic plan described above as
customer services; 2) communicate the a guide in addressing pressing
program's value to LTAP partners and custom- issues, establishing priorities,
ers; 3) develop a premier technology transfer guiding decisions, and securing
network; and 4) obtain sustainable and predict- p
able funding.

Finally, nine major strategies were developed
which include detailed action steps to accom-

plish the four strategic goals. The national LTAP
strategic plan aligns all 56 T2 centers around the
country toward a set of commonly shared
strategic directions to achieve LTAP's full i
national potential in its service to local govern-
ment. effort, the Steering Committee

As chair of the national LTAP Strategic
Planning Committee, I valued the opportunity to issues which may define the
work with transportation professionals serving potential future success of local
on the committee who represented the following
organizations: National Association of County transfer in Minnesota.

Engineers, American Public Works Association, The critical issues include

American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, Federal Highway
Administration, Intertribal Transportation
Association, National Highway Traffic Safety efforts; securing stable, multiyear Top, left to right: Pat Mur
Administration, and the Federal Transit Admin- funding; evaluating the impacts Benke, Rick Kjonaas. Bot
istration. The involvement of each organization
was essential in creating a plan that addresses
the unique and diverse T2 needs of the local respond to emerging and derse customer Donahue

transportation community.
The LTAP Strategic Plan is currently in the

review and adoption process by our national
partners and customers. The endorsement
process will be completed this fall and the final
version of the plan will be available for
distribution.hesitatetocontactme(612-625-5829),Tom township

-Cheri Trenda
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Publications
Minnesota T2 and
Mn/DOT Library
Newly released publications
available through Minnesota T2 and
the Mn/DOT Library are described

below. For further information

contact Laura Dale Bischof, CTS/
Minnesota T2 , phone (612) 626-

1023, fax (612) 625-6381; or Anne

Mackereth, Mn/DOT Information

Services, phone (612) 297-4168,

fax (612) 297-2354.

Use of Crushed Concrete Products
in Minnesota Pavement Foundations.
(MN/RC-96-12) This report reviews the
results of 11 field and laboratory
studies that address concerns about the
use of recycled concrete aggregate in
pavement foundations. The report
discusses study results related to
environmental concerns and provides
recommendations for revisions to
current specifications.

Runway Crack Repair Research
Project. (MN-96-20) This research
took place along the 3,200-foot
bituminous runway at Silver Bay

Municipal Airport. Six different repair
methods were evaluated for seven
years. Among these repair methods, the
T-section repair proved to be the most
successful.

Traffic Control Systems Hand-
book. (FHWA-SA-95-032) This
handbook updates the 1985 edition
(FHWA IP-85-ll) and broadens the
scope to include ITS technology and
concepts. The handbook also recom-
mends decision-making processes in
selection, implementation, and
operations of a traffic control system.

Corrosion Investigation of Four
Bridges Built Between 1973 and
1978 Containing Epoxy-Coated
Reinforcing Steel. (MN/RC-96-25)
This study was an in-field investigation
into the performance of epoxy-coated
reinforcing bars in four bridge decks.

The SUPERPAVE System: New
Tools for Designing and Building
More Durable Asphalt Pavements.
This eight-page brochure highlights
key aspects of the SHRP SUPERPAVE
program and lists publications and
contacts (see below for related article).

New SHRP Video: Understanding
SUPERPAVETM Mix Design

The Federal Highway Administra-tion (FHWA) and the National
Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA)
have prepared a 13-minute video, as
titled above. The video gives an
excellent, concise explanation of the
superior performing asphalt paving
(SUPERPAVE TM ) specifications for
design of hot-mix asphalt pavements.

The new asphalt pavement design
procedure is a product of the Strategic
Highway Research Program (SHRP).
The video explains the new grading
procedure for binder material based on
performance criteria and climate
variations. Furthermore, methods of
selecting proper aggregate quality and
gradation are explained along with new
mix analysis tests. Loan copies of the
video are available from the Minnesota
T2 library.

Concurrently with the release of the
video, the FHWA has published and
distributed an eight-page, color

pamphlet, The Superpave System: New
Tools for Designing and Building More
Durable Asphalt Pavements, that gives
about the same information, and is an
excellent handout. Copies of the
brochure are also available from
Minnesota T2 .

Local highway organizations
generally are not as involved with a
large asphalt pavement construction
program each year, but most all
agencies have some higher volume,
heavy duty roads and streets. Regard-
less of the mileage, implementation of
the SUPERPAVE TM mix design system
will impact the entire asphalt industry
and everyone needs at least a minimum
understanding of the technology. This
13-minute video gives useful and
practical information for personnel not
directly responsible for the mix design
proportioning or binder testing for
compliance with specifications.

Some states are progressing faster

than others in shifting to the new
SUPERPAVE TM system, but in about
three years, most all states will have
adopted these specifications and
asphalt suppliers will be selling
materials that comply with the perfor-
mance grades. Everyone is encouraged

to borrow the 13-minute video from
the Minnesota T2 library for a
showing to all personnel who have
responsibilities with asphalt pavement
construction and maintenance.

[Reprinted with permission from
Hibbs Highway Engineering Services.]

SHRP Concrete Materials Available
A lthough most of the concrete used

by the highway industry in the
United States has been confined to the
higher volume facilities, local agencies
may also benefit from the use of
products that have potential for improv-
ing the quality control and durability of
concrete. Of particular interest to local
agencies is the early opening of
concrete pavement and bridge deck
repairs, especially for urban situations.

The goal of SHRP research in cement
and concrete was to develop products
that could be used by state and local
highway agencies to improve perfor-
mance, durability, and safety of the

nation's highways. Most of these SHRP
products have been compiled into four
separate training packages consisting of
videos and associated user manuals. The
packages serve as excellent training aids
for local agencies that are involved in
concrete and structures construction and
maintenance activities.

A brief description of each package
follows. They can be obtained from
Minnesota T2.

* Package 1: Drillability Testing of
Concrete and Aggregates. This package
illustrates the various new methods for
evaluating the durability of concretes
and aggregates with emphasis on freeze-

thaw and alkali-silica reactivity testing.
* Package 2: Quality Control of

Concrete On-Site. This package
discusses on four tapes proper control
of concrete on-site. Both traditional
and SHRP tests are included in the
package.

* Package 3: Rehabilitation of
Highway Concrete. This five-tape
package covers topics such as partial-
depth spall repairs, full-depth joint
repairs, and full-depth slab replace-
ments, and pavement and bridge deck
overlays.

* Package 4: Early Opening of Full-
Depth Concrete Repairs. This one-tape

package covers topics relative to early
opening of concrete pavement repairs.
Design of concrete mixes and use of
curing techniques are discussed to
emphasize why early opening to traffic
is important in urban locations,
especially at intersections where
traffic flow is heavy and rerouting is
not easily accomplished. Local
highway agencies should particularly
benefit from this package since
intersection redesign is a common
occurrence in their jurisdictions.

[Reprinted with permission from
Hibbs Highway Engineering
Services.]
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IF YOUR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEETS ON A REGULAR BASIS, LET US INCLUDE THE INFORMATION HERE. CONTACT EDITOR, TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE.

FOR AN UP-TO-DATE LIST OF EVENTS IN MINNESOTA AND NATIONWIDE, PLEASE SEE THE CTS/T2 EVENTS WEB PAGE: http://www.umn.edu/cts/Events/calendar.html

DATE 6NO OO*

Oct. 23-25 National Conference on Wood Transportation Structures

"Negligent Entrustment & Your Drivers"
Sponsor: Minnesota Safety Council (MSC)

Madison, WI

MSC Offices, St. Paul

Forest Products Laboratory,
(608) 231-9244

Lisa Miller, (800) 444-9150

Nov. 11 GIS for Managers and Decisionmakers University of Wisconsin - River Falls GIS R&D Center, UW-River Falls,
(715) 262-4051

Nov. 12-13 "Transporting Hazardous Materials & Dangerous Goods" for air & highway MSC Offices, St. Paul
Sponsor: Minnesota Safety Council (MSC)

Lisa Miller, (800) 444-9150

Nov. 13 Second Annual Minnesota Safety Management System Conference

Nov. 18 "DOT Drug & Alcohol Testing Issues for Employers"

Sponsor: Minnesota Safety Council (MSC)

Nov. 20 Minnesota Public Works Association "Day Before" Conference on
"Managed/Open Competition, Privatization, and Partnerships in Public Works"

Nov. 21-22 Minnesota Public Works Association Fall Conference

Nov. 25-26 MAAPT Asphalt Conference
Sponsor: Minnesota Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists

Ramada Plaza Hotel, Minnetonka

MSC Offices, St. Paul

Thunderbird Hotel, Bloomington

Thunderbird Hotel, Brooklyloomington

Northland Inn, Brooklyn Park

Marvin Sohlo, (612) 582-1066

Lisa Miller, (800) 444-9150

Bev Ringsak, (612) 625-6689

Bev Ringsak, (612) 625-6689

Laura Studenski, MAPA, (612) 636-4666

Mar. 25-26 "How To" Striping Conference Fargo Civic Center, Fargo, ND ATSSA, (800) 272-8772

Web Basics- - --- - -- -- - --- -- - -- -- --- -- -- -1

4e4der esponse

Please help the Exchange become more effective by filling out this form and

returning it to:

Minnesota T2 Program, Center for Transportation Studies

200 Transportation and Safety Building, 511 Washington Avenue S.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Fax: (612) 625-6381 E-mail: snopl001@maroon.tc.umn.edu

The following is a(n)

addition change deletion

Name

Title/Organization

Employment

County City Township Mn/DOT Supplier

Contractor Consultant Vendor Other

Address

Phone/Fax

My suggestion for a local innovation to report on is:

My question for the Q & A column is:

My idea, comment, or suggestion is:

Please send me information on:

from page 3

provided to users by organizations
as part of technical support,
product advertisement, etc.

The discussion and news groups
are a legacy of the text-based
Internet. These groups are rich
sources of information on any
subject. The news groups consist of
articles on a vast range of topics.
Discussion groups are where
people exchange experiences and
viewpoints on a variety of issues.
The best way to learn about them is
to read a few.

Interactive real-time talk sessions
are areas where users can "talk"
with one another in on-line social
gatherings. These talks occur as
users send messages to each other
within a matter of seconds of one
another's responses. These sites
only require a friendly personality
and relatively quick typing skills.

There are many search tools on
the Web to help users find informa-
tion. The tools will bring up
information based on a search for a
keyword, title, or subject.

The Web has evoked the interest
of the masses and has caught the
imagination of many entrepreneurs.

The number of products designed to
use the Web is increasing daily. The
latest additions allow for secure
financial transactions through the
Web, sending and receiving e-mail,
download of software executables,
in-line graphics, and multimedia, to
list but a few

The Web is one place where a
person can find information on
virtually anything. From on-line
shopping to in-depth research, the
Web provides a seemingly never-
ending supply of information.

Although there are a variety of
publications designed to teach you
how to use the Web, it can only be
truly appreciated through use. Any
amount of reading about the Web
can never beat the experience of
being able to surf the Net.

[Adapted with permission from
Kentucky Transportation Center
LINK, vol. 12., no. 1, spring 1996,
and from Alaska Transportation
Technology Transfer Program
Computer Notes, no. 30 (1995).
Original source: Tropical Transfer,
vol. 4, no. 3,fall 1995, Hawaii
Technology Transfer Project.]
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